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ABSTRACT
Task allocation or scheduling is known to be a difficult problem, especially in multi-agent settings.
Thus, in order to solve these problems, a centralized entity that has a holistic view of (1) the entire
task and (2) the capabilities of the individual agents is responsible for coming up with a schedule
that needs to be followed. We look at a scenario where a centralized human entity (or planner) is
given the task of preparing a day’s schedule for a set of astronauts located at the International Space
Station (ISS). Given the complexity of each individual task and constraints relating to the individual
agents, coming up with a good schedule, let alone an optimal one, is often difficult. In this poster,
we introduce a software system CAP that acts both as an editing tool to help the human planner make
schedules and, powered by automated planning technology in artificial intelligence, can aid the human in (1) validating their plans, (2) getting suggestions about new ones and lastly, (3) asking for
explanations whenever the automated planner’s suggestion is inexplicable to the human in the loop.

INTRODUCTION
Planning and Scheduling problems have been an integral part of large Aeronautical, Mechanical and
Electrical Systems. The main goal in these problems is to come up with a plan or a schedule that
respect domain, temporal and organizational constraints. In this abstract, we focus on a particular
instance of the crew scheduling problem– NASA Crew Scheduling (NCS) that involves a centralized
human planner coming up with a schedule for the astronauts located on the International Space Station. The planner needs to reason about multiple kinds of tasks–ranging from scheduling physical
exercises for astronauts to specific scientific experiments that may have additional constraints– when
making these schedules. There exists a variety of challenges in this domain. First, each astronaut in the
team may have a unique set of expertise that makes them suitable for some of the tasks. Second, multiple astronauts may need to work together on a particular task and thus, their schedules have to allow
for it. Third, a generated schedule may need to be immediately fixed when (1) an astronaut decided to
change their part of the schedule or (2) the execution of the plan goes off-course. Lastly, the centralized
human planner may, due to cognitive overload, ignore some of the constraints at hand when coming
up with a schedule. To overcome these challenges, we design an automated decision support system
that assists the centralized human planner by leveraging automated planning techniques developed
by the Artificial Intelligent (AI) community.
Unfortunately, although there has been substantial progress made in the AI research community in
making such systems that can solve scheduling and planning problems, they are not ubiquitous in
real-world contexts because these systems are often designed to be end-to-end, i.e. given as input
a problem definition using some particular representation, they simply output a complete plan. A
human, who is held responsible for the output plan, (beyond saying ‘looks good’) hardly has a way to
interact with this system that helps explain the plan or modify parts of the plan.
Works in the areas of human-in-the-loop planning [1] and mixed-initiative planning [2] seek to address
some of these concerns. In [3], researchers try to put the human in the driver’s seat and create a system
based on automated planning techniques that can assist the human in coming up with plans in a
naturalistic decision-making scenario. In this poster, we follow suit and try to create a software called
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Figure 1: Illustration of the CAP interface that supports schedule authoring as well as validation and
completion of schedules for four crew members.
CAP that goes beyond the present state-of-the-art schedule authoring tools such as [4] and leverages
automated planning techniques to provide assistance to a human planner who is trying to come up
with a functional schedule for the astronauts located on the International Space Station.

RELATED WORKS
Although Crew scheduling problems have been studied earlier using Operational Research Methodologies [5, 6], organizations like NASA have relied more on algorithmic scheduling methodologies for
Deep Space missions [7]. The systems developed although meant to be used by a centralized human
planner, provide a complete plan as output that often makes it difficult for a human in the loop to
understand and debug the final schedule. This lack of understanding, in the long run, can lead to an
automation bias and in turn, result in omission and commission errors [8]. To address some of these
concerns, NASA has recently developed a tool called Playbook that is based on the principle of “SelfScheduling” by crew members [4] and used Earth Analogs of the International Space Station (ISS) for
preliminary tests. The idea behind self-scheduling, at a high level, is that the crew is expected to resolve scheduling conflicts by themselves by rearranging tasks. The only aid the system provides is to
block out areas where the crew cannot schedule their tasks. This decentralized method has a set of
disadvantages, as also pointed out by [4]. The key issue is the lack of a holistic view of the entire team
and their limited knowledge accurate only with respect to their individual objectives. For example, if
a particular crew member is not aware of the priority of all tasks, they might take up resources that
were necessary for a task with higher priority, thus resulting in highly sub-optimal schedules. Thus,
we stick to the centralized approach and push forth the philosophy of creating assistive software that
looks under the hood of these AI technologies and makes them more suitable for human in the loop.
For this poster, we build upon two related works. First, the work [9] provides us with some ideas as to
how we can efficiently encode the various types of organizations constraints as a planning problem in
PDDL [10]. Second, the authors [3] warn us against the use of out-of-the-box AI techniques which can
do more harm than good for the human in the loop and give us valuable guidance how to situate our
system on the automation ladder [11, 12] so as to be a valuable decision support system.

CAP– SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we briefly describe the three most important components of our system – the planning
domain, the user interface and the back-end technologies in automated planning that help us support
the various use-cases necessary for effective decision support which we showcase later.
The Planning Domain
Our domain is inspired by the NASA Crew Scheduling domain which involves creating detailed schedules concerning the daily activities of crew members aboard a space station (such as ISS). Currently,
this is done mostly done be a person with little support (in terms of decision-making) beyond the use
of a well-designed user-interfaces [4], as we discussed in the Related Works. The planning task requires
the ability to deal with a multitude of complex (and often evolving) constraints, and as such remains
a challenging task in the mission planning pipeline. Thus, this domain provides an ideal test-bed
to illustrate the usefulness of decision support components using the power of automated planning
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techniques. We start by modeling a fragment of the NASA Crew Scheduling domain in the Planning
Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [10]. The salient features of the domain are described below1 .
• Universal Actions have to be done by all crew members individually. These include tasks such
as doing exercises, eating meals, etc. and have time constraints specified either by the individual
crew members or the organization up front.
• Science Experiments can only to be conducted by certain members based on their expertise in
operating certain machinery or conducting certain tests. A subclass of these experiments consists of taking photos at particular times to capture certain images of earth or other celestial
objects. Most of these come with hard temporal or line of sight constraints. Furthermore, some
of the tasks need to be done by a team of astronauts as opposed to an individual one.
• Communication Tasks send across the results of experiments to the base station and/or receive
updates about new tasks that need to be completed. These tasks often have temporal constraints
mostly due to the time zone at the base station and orbital speeds.
• Maintenance Tasks involve repair and cleaning of equipment used for experiments. These tasks
often have constraints based on the expertise of certain members (one particular member knows
how to clean a specific scientific instrument). while ensuring that a single person is not always
allocated maintenance tasks.

User Interface
The user interface for CAP (shown in Figure 1) supports plan authoring by letting users drag their mouse
over a time scale to create activities. The user can specify the activity type and the astronauts who
should be assigned to that activity. It also lets the user move the different tasks and edit its properties
such as the duration, the assigned individual, etc. On hovering over a particular activity (the blue
boxes in 1), it shows the details associated with the activity. Lastly, it provides three buttons– two
of them (validate and suggest) show up by default and the other that enables the user to ask for an
explanation is displayed only after the user asks for a suggestion from the system. We now describe
the AI technology that provides the functionality behind these buttons.

Automated Planning Technology
Let us denote the plan or schedule that needs to be made in order to solve a planning problem as π.
This can be viewed as a concatenation of two partial plans, i.e. π = hπp , πf i where πp denotes the past,
i.e. the partial plan that has already been made and πf denotes the future tasks that need to be done
for achieving the goal. We now define how automated planning technologies can help in validating πp
and coming up with πf .
• Plan Validation – When a human makes a schedule using the software, they might not have considered all the constraints imposed by the organization or the individual astronauts. Thus, the
partial plan πp may not be realizable in practice. Plan validation using VAL [13] allows them to
check if the partial plan πp is executable. When it isn’t, the software can point out the constraints
that are presently being violated, thereby helping the human on how to fix it.
• Plan Suggestion / Completion – Given a partial plan πp , which may or may not be empty, the
human planner can ask the system to generate the remaining schedule, i.e. πf . To do this, we
use an existing compilation in [14]. Originally, this approach was used for plan recognition but
we use an effective tool that can be used for plan completion [15]. Fortunately, this completion
method can often fix some of the validation errors that existed in the πp made by the human.
• Plan Explanations – Often, a plan suggested by the system might be inexplicable to the human
in the loop. In such case, we allow the human to ask the planner for explanations and provide
explanations based on the model reconciliation technique [16].

USE CASES
In this section, we now show particular scenarios form the NASA Crew Scheduling domain that highlight how CAP can help the human planner.
1 A detailed version of the PDDL domain can be found at https://bit.ly/2V8cTbH
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Figure 2: Validating a user’s partial schedule and reporting constraint violations.

Figure 3: Suggesting the user a
completion for their partial input schedule. Tasks added by
CAP have a left red border.

Figure 4: CAP provides explanations as to why it suggested a
particular completion of a given
partial plan.

Plan Validation
In the example shown in Figure 2, the user selects an action CUBERRT, which is a Science Experiment
that requires two crew members to work together. The human, having forgotten this constraint, assigns the task to a single crew member. Upon clicking ‘validate’, CAP reports that this constructed plan
πp is invalid and highlights the constraint that the human has ignored.

Plan Suggestion
In Figure 3, the user selects three actions (indicated with a blue border to the left of the action name)
and asks the planner to complete the schedule for the day, i.e. given some πp , come up with πf . Note
that not only does the planner come up with the entire schedule (the actions added by CAP have a red
border), but also adds appropriate actions before the blue actions (added by the human) to overcome
constraint violations of the human’s initial plan.

Plan Explanation
In the example shown in Figure 4, the human is surprised as to why a particular photo-capturing task
is scheduled before a daily activity? In the human’s model, the priority of the latter task is more than
the first one and more importantly, completing the first task is not a necessity for doing the second
one. The planner points out a particular effect of the former action enables the latter action thus,
justifying the ordering of these tasks in the suggested plan.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this poster, we showcase a software system CAP that follows the guidelines laid in the human automation interaction community and uses automated planning technologies to aid a centralized human planner in making daily schedules for NASA astronauts located in the International Space Station
(ISS). The scarce availability of real human planners at NASA and testing scenarios with actual space
crew makes the task of precisely evaluating this software a challenging task. Thus, we hope to perform
human-factor studies that involves (1) training subjects to become experts in a subset of the domain
and (2) creating a computer simulation of ISS for verifying the effectiveness of the generated schedules. As a first step, we performed preliminary studies with human-experts using a synthetic domain
that helps us get by with only the second step [17]. We noticed, using various evaluation metrics under different conditions– there was an improvement in the quality of decisions made and efficiency of
making them when decision support was used.
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